
 

NOMINATION FORM  FOR DJS,  PRUMAS 2020, (1ST JANUARY 2019 –23rd AUGUST,2020) 

 

 

FIRST NAME: ..................................................................................................... 

 

LAST NAME: ...................................................................................................... 

 

DJ NAME: ........................................................................................................... 

 

NATURE OF D.J:        Radio                  Club                     Social  

  

CITY: .................................................................................................................... 

 

PHONE / WHATSAPP NUMBER: ................................................................... 

 

EMAIL ADDRESS: ............................................................................................. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS  

The Progress Upper west Music/DJ Awards scheme (hereinafter referred to as ‘the event’) is 

organised and produced by Radio Progress (hereinafter referred to as ‘the organiser’), is not 

mandated to give cash or any other incentive to DJs beyond the plaque. Where any such incentive is 

given, it will be given only to DJs who attend the event and pick up their awards personally.    

The PRUMAS board reserves the right to dismiss, disqualify or ban any DJ who abuses and 

disrespects the scheme, the board or any of its members or the organizing body or puts the brand into 

any kind of disrepute. The PRUMAS Board runs an open door policy where all grievances can be 

channelled and resolved officially and professionally.   

AUTHORIZATION  

1.  I agree to the above terms and conditions.   

2. I agree that my name and images and all other copyright material of mine can be used for the 

purposes of the scheme.   

3. I agree that the organisers hold the copyright to all materials relating to the event. These include but 

are not limited to TV and radio Commercials press and online ads, billboards, documentaries, print 

promotional materials and TV programs. So far as they are used purposely in relation to the Progress 

Upper west music/DJ awards   

4. Every information provided in this document is the true representation of my works done in the 

year under review and do conform to the tenets of the schemes release regulations and guidelines as 

published by the organiser.   

 

SIGNATURE OF DJ: .....................................      DATE: ................................ 

WITNESS BY: .....................................                 DATE: ................................ 

 

 

======================================================== 


